Abstract. Adopting absolute nodal coordinate method, this article establishes dynamic model of double-connecting rod flexible manipulator. Its broad sense moment is obtained through virtual work principle. State equation is further deducted on this basis and numerical integration method is given. This article adopts PID control strategy to realize circular trace at the end of manipulator and square tracing control. It is discovered from the comparison of absolute nodal coordinate method with traditional hypothesis model that the absolute nodal coordinate method can get a more accurate result.
Introduction
For the current orbital net dynamics, the initial rope net dynamics and collision dynamics models have been finished and ground casting net experiment and corresponding method study on capture strategies and performances analysis have been implemented. But because of adopting dynamics models such as simplified finite segment or particle spring, there is no accurate representation of the nature of constitutive model of rope net model and there is no implementation of ground experiment to correct or verify constitutive model of rope net, so it is difficult to ensure the following performance analysis as well as the correctness and efficiency of casting net strategy, and there is a lack of evidences that dynamics models plays a guidance role to casting net experiment and casting experiment has can correct dynamics model. In order to solve the correctness of this model and make up the difference between this model and experiment, it is very important to implement research and verification of dynamics model for orbital net dynamics mode which is also the foundation of all the successive analyses.
Dynamics Modeling

Movement of soft cable element
Establish soft cable element following the typical Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory Hypothesis in which the cross section of beam is rigid plane and always vertical to the axis of the beam. In Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory, the axial deformation, bending deformation and torsional deformation should all be considered. The cutting deformation can be neglected. Because there are tiny influences of torsional deformation of winding soft cable axis on the whole dynamics, on the basis of Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory Hypothesis, the simpler soft cable element can be obtained if only considering axial deformation and bending deformation by neglecting torsional deformation. At this moment the soft cable axis can completely be used to describe the movement of soft cable. 
The superscript j means No.j soft cable element. It is known from the equation that position vector j r is a function related to parameter x , x is material coordinate of soft cable under undeformed status. The original ANCF soft cable element should consider axial deformation, bending deformation, cutting deformation and torsional deformation. Each element has 24 degrees of freedom with each end having 12. The ANCF soft cable element of this time only considers axial deformation and bending deformation. The broad sense coordinate of soft cable element uses the position and material derivative of the two ends of the element. The degrees of freedom of the element is a half of the original ANCF which enhances computation efficiency without influencing computation accuracy. Let the length of the element be L , the broad sense coordinate of soft cable element is : ( , ) ( ) ( )
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Element functions
Because the shape function of soft cable element is constant, the speed vector of an arbitrary point on the soft cable can be written as j j = r S q   (5) Using equation, the kinetic energy of soft cable element can be written as:
The ρ and A is the density and cross sectional area respectively of soft cable element. 
Internal energy of element Using Bernoulli-Euler beam formulation, the elastic energy of soft cable element is:
The E is elastic modulus, J κ is the inertia moment of cross section of soft cable, axial strain 
Experimental and Analysis
The initial state of simple pendulum beam is shown in Figure 2 . The simple pendulum is fixed with revolute pair and can oscillate freely within the plane. The initial position of single pendulum is horizontal. It oscillates freely under the effect of gravity with an initial speed of 0 m/s. The length of simple pendulum is 1.2m with an acceleration of gravity of 9.81m/ s2. As an initial study, simulate uniform section beam, first boundary variable section beam, second boundary variable section beam and hollow beam respectively. Analyze the influences of element numbers on the simulation time and simulation accuracy of the system through changing the number of beam element. Analyze influences of section parameters on the performances of system dynamics. Fig.2 . Free oscillation of flexibly simple pendulum Take first variable section simple pendulum beam as an example whose structural sketch is shown as Figure 5b . The number of detailed parameters is given below. Divide the simple pendulum into 1 element, 5 elements and 10 elements respectively. When dividing into 1 element, the system includes 2 nodes with each including 6 node coordinates. The end A includes a mobile constraint. So there are altogether 10 broad sense coordinates. When dividing into 5 elements, the system includes 10 nodes with each also including 6 node coordinates. The end A include a mobile constraint and every two elements include fixed constraints. So there are altogether 34 node coordinates in the system. Similarly, when dividing into 10 element, the system includes 64 node coordinates. The elastic modulus of the material taken is 0.7 MPa, Poisson's ratio is 0.3 and density is 5 540 kg/m3. Fig.3 . Configuration of manipulator Because of different numbers chosen, the displacement of flexibly simple pendulum end is not completely identical and has obvious differences with rigid simple pendulum. The displacement diagram of simple pendulum dividing into 5 elements almost coincides with simple pendulum dividing into 10 elements. The simple pendulum dividing into 1 element has certain differences with the above two. In order to compare the differences of deformation of all flexible quantity, compute the maximum deformation in simple pendulum movement process and deformation when the simple pendulum in the lowest position when the element number is different. The length after simple pendulum deformation from end point is similar to the distance to fixed end.
Actually, because the simple pendulum will have bending deformation, so the actual deformation is larger than calculated value. Table 1 indicates the lengths of simple pendulum under various conditions. Comparing with the original length of simple pendulum which is 1.2m, the maximum deformation of simple pendulum which is divided into 1 element is 11.38% of the original length. The maximum deformation of simple pendulum which is divided into 5 elements is 12.20% of the original length. And maximum deformation of simple pendulum which is divided into 10 elements is 12.22% of the original length. It can be seen the deformation increases with the increase of element number. The deformation of simple pendulum with 1 element simple pendulum is smaller that the other two flexible beams which indicates the rigidity of simple pendulum dividing into 1 element is greater than simple pendulums dividing into 5 elements and 10 elements. The results of simple pendulums dividing into 5 elements and 10 elements are similar. Similarly, the deformation at the lowest place also shows the same rules.
It is indicated from the above results that smaller element number will increase rigidity of system. The increase of element number can increase accuracy of simulation.
Conclusion
This article establishes beam element dynamics analysis model basing on absolute node coordinate method. The deformation of beam element is described by deformation gradient form which considers cutting deformation. Also it introduces the characteristics of variable sections of beam element and establishes mass matrix and rigid matrix of variable section of beam element. This article analyzes the influences of element number on the computation efficiency, computation accuracy by using simulation case and comparison of beam elements with different element numbers, as well as analyzes influences of section parameter change on dynamics performances of the system through comparing beam elements of different section forms.
